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H

ers is a great American success story. For Lillian August, a lifelong love of
textiles—along with incredible instincts for color, form and materials—led
to her big breakthrough in the early 1980s. The mother of three was at a
bed and bath show when her crafts and patchwork quilts caught the eye of

Imperial Wallcoverings. The company commissioned her to design wallpaper and shortly
thereafter, her first licensed line became a bestseller. Lillian’s sons were convinced their
mother’s designs had retail and catalog potential, so they pounded out a business plan
on a Compaq computer in 1987 and met with investors. In the 28 years that have passed
since then, Lillian and her aesthetically minded children—Dan Weiss, the President and
Chief Executive Officer; and John Weiss, the Chief Operating Officer—have worked
tirelessly as an enthusiastic team to build a company that’s always at the forefront of
interior style, a global brand that sets trends for both professional designers and
homeowners who want to really love where they live.
Today, the Lillian August brand boasts a number of subsidiaries, including licensed
collections manufactured by some of the top names in the business, a thriving online
shop, and retail locations where customers can find an incomparable selection of fine
home furnishings. Among them is the 100,000-square-foot flagship store in Norwalk,
Connecticut, the ultimate resource for inventory and inspiration. The company also provides excellent services, such as an award-winning in-house interior design program and
a back-office support center for interior design professionals. And then there are the LA
Custom Workrooms, where artisans carefully craft bespoke furniture, upholstered pieces,
window treatments and more. These one-of-a-kind items are tailored specifically for the
unique tastes of each person who brings Lillian August into his or her home.
Most important, all products and services provided by Lillian August are multi-tiered
with a selection to serve any lifestyle. “We see our retail operation as a full-on
experience,” says John. “We have something to offer every customer, from the novice
who will need some help, to the design enthusiast with a developed eye, to professionals
who want access to a wide range of resources.”
“We want to create an experience for our customers that is unparalleled,” says Dan.
That client base has been the foundation for the company’s success over almost three
decades, and it’s the catalyst for change and growth in the future. “We’re always inspired
to provide exactly what our customers want,” says Lillian. “The whole evolution of design
has come full circle to a more personal style of decorating.”

right Lillian August
with her sons John and
Dan Weiss at the Lillian
August Design Center in
Norwalk, Connecticut
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M

any people rely on independent designers to
help pull a room together, but who supports
the designers when they need a hand? At Lillian
August, the answer is To the Trade, an in-house

service staffed by seasoned style professionals who make it
their business to support the work of designers, from placing
and tracking orders to managing requests for custom fabrics,
furniture restoration and white-glove delivery. “We operate as
a back office, and our resources become theirs,” says Lisa
McAllister, Operations Manager for the Trade program. Lillian
August understands the demands placed on designers, and the
high expectations of their clients. The company also knows many
in the trade operate as solo entrepreneurs. For those reasons,
designers are encouraged to think of Trade team specialists
as personal concierges who will take on some of the day-today decisions so designers can devote more time and focus to
creating spectacular spaces. The Trade team skillfully manages all
types of requests, from researching the perfect piece of furniture
for a guest room in a Manhattan pied-a-terre, to suggesting just
the right replacement for a discontinued fabric. One A-list designer
who’s collaborated with the Trade team is Shelley Morris. “The
services of the Trade group represent a tremendous value,” says
the Connecticut-based professional. “I think of team associates
as terrific partners and members of my own firm.” Morris, like
other leading designers, says key benefits of the Trade program
include access to the luxury furnishings sourced by Lillian August
buyers and to the LA Custom Workrooms. Independent designers
also laud the expertise of the Trade team. Morris, for instance,
who begins each of her room designs with the rug, has frequently
collaborated with Danny Sanchez, Director of Lillian August’s rug
department. “Danny has made it so easy for me to move through
projects quickly and satisfactorily, and as someone who works on
her own, that is invaluable,” she says. And there are other benefits

opposite Shelley Morris

partnered with the LA
Trade team to design
this Mediterranean home
in Naples, Florida, where
the company’s furniture,
accessories and rugs
bring style swagger into
rooms tailored for cool
sophistication.

associated with the Trade service, including complimentary
membership. Members also receive discount pricing at all
Lillian August stores, with no minimums or buy-ins required.
Says McAllister, “Ultimately, we want independent designers
to have a pleasant experience so they can concentrate on their
creative vision and grow their businesses at the same time.”

Personalized service from the LA Trade team appeals to independent designers like Shelley Morris

tricks of the trade
p h ot o g r a p h s
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custom fit
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Y

ou might want custom window panels to punch
up the décor in the living room, or maybe it’s
finally time to replace the leather on that beloved
vintage van der Rohe Barcelona chair. The LA

Custom Workrooms have you covered. This in-house design
atelier creates bespoke furniture, upholstery and window
treatments for every palette and personality. The expansive
space located at the company’s Norwalk Design Center is
home to seamstresses, furniture craftsmen and professional
installers, experts who are the best in the business. They make
everything to order, from ottomans covered in the softest
Tibetan wool, to Roman shades trimmed in textured grosgrain
ribbon—pieces you just won’t find in typical retail spaces.
“We produce the highest-quality products, while staying price
competitive and time-sensitive,” says Penny Reitelbach of the
Workrooms. Artisans create soft furnishings, too, including
cushions for banquettes and outdoor furniture, slipcovers,
custom bedding and throw pillows, many of which are made
under Lillian August’s private label and produced in small runs
so pieces are exclusive. In the furniture Workrooms, the team
of upholsterers, cabinetmakers and painters can build, repair
or restore anything. “If you have a photo of what you want us
to create, we can do it,” says Bill D’Amelio, a furniture maker
with more than four decades of experience. Retail and trade

A flat
fold roman shade is at
home in all spaces from
kitchens to bedrooms.
c lo c k w i s e

customers benefit from the expertise and passion of the
specialists in the LA Custom Workrooms. “Our products are
well-made, beautiful and will last for years,” says Reitelbach,
“and that’s what keeps our clients coming back.”

What you envision, the LA Custom Workrooms can create

opposite A specialist

in the LA Custom
Workrooms creates a
one-of-a-kind piece.
this page Hands-on
attention for a Roman
shade; Lillian August
private label throw
pillows; a wooden
bench gets a new lease
on life; LA seamstress

Volume 2 | LillianAugust.com
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Keegan Chandelier

arteriorshome.com

lust LIST

“Who says you can’t always get
what you want?”
—JOHN WEISS

W
V I G N E T T E P H OT O G R A P H S

by

CHRIS BARTLETT

hat’s your deepest desire? A sectional sofa with modern lines that puts a cool
spin on the family room? An artful bed frame that anchors a serene sanctuary in
fine form? A pendant chandelier to shed light on inspired food and conversation?
Lillian August carries all of the pieces that give a home its character and satisfy
your longing to possess luxury objects big and small. Brothers Dan and John Weiss shop the
world and in their travels handpick exquisite furniture, art, rugs, lighting and accessories. These
finds are showcased on the company’s website, and in Lillian August’s four retail locations,
including the flagship store in Norwalk, Connecticut. Also known as the Design Center, it boasts
100,000 square feet of space and an unparalleled selection of fine home furnishings, by far the
largest in the area, with thousands of brands in stock. These pieces are showcased in room
vignettes—often styled in collaboration with A-list designers such as Kelly Wearstler, Thomas
O’Brien and Ralph Lauren—that help shoppers envision how to pull together specific looks at
home. At the Design Center—and at each Lillian August location—the inventory is continually
updated, so there’s always something new to inspire you. This makes for an in-store experience
that’s always rewarding, whether you shop the finely curated Greenwich store, the South Norwalk
Outlet with its expansive selection or the impressive Manhattan showroom that spans a block
in the Flatiron district. For a glimpse of the lust-worthy mix that is Lillian August, see the
product selection on the following pages.
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LILLIAN at home

Portrait of Lillian August by Emily Followill

opposite The large,
elegant proportions
of Lillian’s home call
for similarly scaled
furnishings. this page
Scandinavian-inspired
pieces from her
Antiquaire collection
create lovely harmony.

W
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e all live design in our own way,” says Lillian August, and there’s no better reflection of that
philosophy than in the style expressed in her own surroundings. Her traditional 1923 North
Carolina home—used for family gatherings and entertaining friends and business clients—
is a case in point. Nestled in a quiet neighborhood of gracious, vintage houses, its refined

architectural details and elegant proportions called out to her when she searched for a place to complement her
primary residence in Florida. “I always say it found me,” she says. Perfectly maintained by its previous owners,
the home featured hand-blocked English wallpaper—a detail true to the era of its construction—in most rooms.
White walls were typically the canvas for her living and working spaces, but Lillian’s moving schedule was
tight, mere weeks. Her practical nature, and possibly the fact that her business had its beginnings with a line
of wallpaper she designed, prompted her to leave this feature in place. The soft colors of each pattern serve
as an ideal backdrop for the traditional painted furnishings she created for her company’s Antiquaire collection,
released just as she planned the move. With the delicate lines and forgiving painted finishes for which Gustavian
and Belgian antiques are known, the chairs, tables and case pieces in the collection complement this home’s
atmosphere of ease and Southern comfort. Inviting upholstery, and furnishings covered in cool white linen,
complete the look. Underfoot, Lillian added a casual treatment, with sisal rugs almost everywhere, occasionally
punctuated by a pale Oushak or other vintage carpet angled over the base floor covering. Her personal style is
everywhere; even the dining room has a chandelier of her own design, patterned after Russian antiques.
“I wanted the spirit of the home to be relaxed,” says Lillian. “It’s a great place to unwind.”
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opposite Lillian’s classic
1923 home and its rich
architectural details
guided her toward a
pale palette for furniture
and textiles. this page
Neutral upholstery and
white linens strike a nice
balance with the mix of
patterns and colors.
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opposite The delicate

lines and soft colors
of the furnishings, as
well as metallic accent
pieces in antiqued
finishes, create a featherlight ambiance that is
just right for a summer
house. this page
Lillian screened in a side
porch to bring more of
the outdoors in; a mirror
amplifies the beautiful
natural light; lovely
hand-blocked wallpaper
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The Lillian August Collection for Currey & Company

Atlanta

•

Dallas

•

High Point

•

New York

•

www.curreyandcompany.com FOLLOW US ON Facebook | Pinterest | Twitter | Instagram

design FORCE

“A good designer creates a
pretty home; a great designer
makes it uniquely yours.”
—DAN WEISS

G

reat interior designers do more than focus on basic aesthetics—wall colors, window
treatments and pillow patterns. The best ones make sure every space looks and feels
harmonious, from the floor plan and architectural envelope to each nailhead, tassel
and tuft. That’s the level of commitment Lillian August professionals bring to each job.
“No project is too big or too small for our team of talented interior designers, who approach every
space—grand or intimate—with a trained eye and creative mindset,” says Elizabeth Ethridge
McGann, Director of Marketing and Client Relations at Lillian August. The in-house design force
is more than 30 strong, which means homeowners can find the right person to collaborate with.
And design services are structured to offer all types of experiences. The hands-on homeowner
with a passion for color, texture and form can work side-by-side with a designer who will help
bring a vision to life. If the process of remaking a room—or even the whole house, depending on
the scope of the project—seems too overwhelming, a customer can pair up with a pro who will
take the reins and manage the whole process. The LA team also tailors design to each individual
taste, be it cool and contemporary, casually classic or haute glam. These designers have the
expertise and resources—including access to LA Custom Workrooms and countless brands of
furnishings and fabrics—to create a look that complements a lifestyle and location. That strength
is showcased on the following pages, from a traditional suburban home to a pair of Hamptons
beach retreats and luxury Manhattan apartments. Strategic and thorough, the LA design team is
at its best when working with clients who have a desire to create the home of their dreams.

Volume 2 | LillianAugust.com
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pet project

A family remakes an elegant vintage home for the way they live in the 21st century

p h ot o g r a p h s
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a

well-preserved house in an enclave of equally beautiful
residences just within the boundaries of New York City

was an irresistible discovery for a family of four. Not only did it
have room for their beloved black Lab to run, the location
was convenient for the couple’s work life. To add to its appeal,
the perfectly maintained interior spaces created an elegant
backdrop for a new interior design scheme. Built in 1918,
the character, scale and detailing of the house beckoned the
family to furnish it in a way that would honor the work of noted
architect Dwight James Baum. At the same time, they wanted
to create comfortable surroundings for their 21st-century
lifestyle. And there was one more guideline: The home should
be a place each family member—parents, daughter, son and
dog—could love, with no space off-limits, to anyone. With
these priorities in mind, designers Eileen McManus and Lisa
Hyman provided warmth, along with style. While upholstery
has a neat, tailored look, fabrics are soft and welcoming.
Cushioned window seats make great places for the kids to
curl up. Throughout the house, signature pieces enrich each
room. A custom alder wood chess table provides an
elegant setting for the family’s favorite game; a beautifully
curved coffee table, with its satiny champagne leaf finish,
centers the living room; and a chandelier adds sparkle to the
dining room. One surprise in the home’s dramatic entry is
the powder room. Fashioned like a tiny jewel box, its delicate
brass fittings gleam like gold. At first, the wife was daunted
by the scope of the project. However, room by room, over a
period of four years, she’s developed a great relationship with
the design team and gained the confidence that comes with a
successful project. Even now, they’re planning the next design
phase for this evolving home.

opposite From the

pretty powder room
to the game and
living rooms, custom
furnishings were
designed for comfort
and delight. this page
Layers of pattern enliven
dining and music rooms.
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seaside muse
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In a coastal home, one couple dips their toes in an atmosphere that suits intimate gatherings and large family get-togethers

58

opposite Natural
textures and luxuriously
plumped seating
dominate a gathering
room. this page
Driftwood-like finishes
and pieces in nautical
blues enhance the
seaside charm.
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a

Manhattan couple with grown children, a new grandchild and a big extended family needed a home they
could open to everyone, but at the same time, they wanted to enjoy the welcoming warmth that a summer

place should provide. They chose an impressive and very large residence in Bridgehampton, New York. The
interior was a grand blank canvas, and the couple wanted a designer that would approach their new home with
a light touch, softening the proportions with furnishings in natural finished woods, non-embellished draperies and
upholstery, and simple patterns that convey an informal ambience. With their clients wishes in mind, designers
Diane Karmen and Nancy Galasso of Lillian August acknowledged the nearby ocean by incorporating accents
of blue throughout, including a splendid, navy-painted chest that stands as an anchor piece in the entryway,
where it complements the staircase and paneling. Other signature pieces give spaces focus, such as the
dramatic pendant fixture over the breakfast table, and the thoughtfully curated art that punctuates nooks and
passageways. Each of the home’s seven bedrooms makes use of the natural palette. None of the pastimes that
guests typically like to enjoy have been overlooked. The home features a theater room for screening films and
videos; next to it, a game room with foosball and billiards was designed to be used by all three generations of
the family, along with their friends. Most important, the décor is not fussy; fabrics and fittings have been chosen
for easy maintenance. While furnishings look fresh and of the moment, the overall feeling in this home is tranquil.
It’s a subtle scheme, but a polished and effective one that speaks volumes about carefree summer days.
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opposite This summer home’s
palette reflects its surroundings.
this page Textiles in assorted
greens, including a trellis pattern
in one bedroom, mirror the grand
landscape that surrounds the
home. Sand-colored neutral tones
throughout the house provide
counterpoint.
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A beach home for a busy
family is fun, fresh and
perfectly finished

young love

f

or a young family that wanted to make the most of their free time, a vacation house to use
year-round in a Hamptons community that bustles even after Labor Day was the solution.

Because they love a seaside environment, the Manhattan-based couple chose this home near
the ocean, where they could enjoy each other and their friends. With two small children, play
space and easy-to-maintain furnishings were on their wish list, too. Their goal was to create a
crisp, clean look for their surroundings, so they set to work with designers Nancy Galasso and
Diane Karmen of Lillian August. A contemporary take on blue and white figures prominently in
the design palette. In the living room, for instance, the bright whites of millwork and thoughtfully
chosen accessories pop against wall surfaces painted a dark, sea blue. In the second-floor
playroom—an expansive space with soaring eaves—the couple’s designers enlisted a custom
painter to add large-scale white stars to midnight-blue walls. The high-contrast combination
looks bright and youthful, and will endure past the children’s nursery school years. For private
spaces, shades of turquoise—dreamy blue-greens used for walls and accessories—are
juxtaposed with metallic highlights and pure white trims. Everything reflects the beautiful

opposite A fresh take

on stars and stripes in
the children’s playroom
this page A steel
bed frame and étagère
provide polish; turquoise
accents enliven the
bedroom and bath.

natural light that floods the house. To fully enjoy their time together, the couple insisted on an
upstairs family room, where everyone goes in the evening. A cuddle-friendly couch, a fireplace
to light when the weather turns cool, and books and art that honor this special gathering place
complete the space. Outdoors, the design team dressed the back lawn with the same clean,
inviting geometry that characterizes the interior design scheme. Like a perfectly tailored Oxford
button-down, the look is fun, fresh and well-finished.
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above The upstairs

family room and the
informal breakfast nook
were designed as places
for parents and kids to
spend together time.
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this page Clean

lines, which form the
foundation of the
design, are evident
in the squared-off
backyard path, the
studded upholstered
ottoman/coffee table
and the symmetrical
arrangement of a ground
floor entertaining space.
Furnishings were
selected with all family
members in mind, even
this furry one.
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this page The

entrance to One
Riverside Park on the
Upper West Side; cool
metal meets urban chic
inside. opposite The
LA design team coupled
slick surfaces wtih
stark whte fabrics and
finishes.

The Lillian August design team amps up the wow factor at two model residences in Manhattan

m

anhattan-based luxury developer Extell understands that a professionally created and
curated interior, one that flaunts the fine assets of a premium property, affects a

purchasing decision. For that reason, the company enlisted Lillian August’s full-service senior
design team for the completion of a pair of model residences in two of its signature New York
City properties: The Carlton House in the heart of the Upper East Side; and One Riverside Park,
which sits high above the Hudson River on the Upper West Side. Because of Lillian August’s
scale—it has a large retail presence with on-demand inventory, plus dedicated workrooms for
custom projects—the design team was able to respond quickly to the tight timelines and delivery
schedules that are characteristic of large commercial endeavors such as these. For The Carlton
House, a solid foundation of color palette, wall coverings and flooring materials was already in
place. Lillian August’s team, led by Senior Designer Angela Camarda, added keynote pieces,
accents, textures and furnishings of the highest caliber to fashion an environment of perfect
pedigree. At One Riverside Park, Diane Karmen and Alexis Avellanet transformed a physically
spectacular space of grand proportions—more than 7,000 square feet, with five bedrooms inside
and a serene private pool outside—for luxurious livability. For both projects, the design team was
able to secure all the required elements, customize the space, and make the models available
on time for the client’s needs. Lillian August President Dan Weiss is proud of the relationship
with Extell. “Working with a great company on two ambitious projects gave us the opportunity to
demonstrate our capabilities,” he says. “We provide first-quality design work, and services that
range from fully bespoke furnishings from our Custom Workrooms to an enormous inventory of
merchandise with immediate availability. In all, it’s a great match.”
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this page At One Riverside Park,

a chandelier above a Julian
Chichester table with oak top from
the LA Custom Workroom anchors
a dining alcove, while living room
furnishings combine texture and
shimmer. Dramatic Oakleigh table
lamps from Currey & Company
create curvy symmetry. opposite
Modern lines and soft textiles make
for contemporary comfort in a
bedroom at One Riverside Park and
a sitting area in The Carlton House;
LA designers present polished
approaches to a living room vignette
at One Riverside Park (bottom left)
and foyer at the Carlton
House (bottom right).
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opposite Dan Weiss
on the street near his
new home in New
York City. this page
Among Dan and Lorin’s
favorite things in the
apartment are tulips and
books, heirloom bottles
from her grandmother,
souvenirs from China,
and a spirits collection.

L

illian August CEO Dan Weiss and his wife, Lorin Klaris, said goodbye to their home
in Connecticut after their youngest child left for college. Lorin, a professional
photographer who grew up in the city and always loved its energy, felt the urge to
return to an urban lifestyle. Dan agreed, enthusiastically. When they moved into a

two-bedroom apartment in Manhattan, just one-third the size of their former house, they had
to leave behind old furnishings, put others in storage and keep only their most cherished
possessions. “Purging the things we no longer needed was therapeutic,” says Lorin. “Now,
there’s nothing in our home we don’t truly love.” Among the treasures that made the move were
photographic art prints the couple collected over the years, and paintings by one of their
sons. When scouting the real estate listings, the couple searched for a space large enough to
entertain family and friends and to accommodate their one-of-a-kind industrial dining table and
the bistro dining chairs they found on a buying trip to L’isle-sur-la-Sorgue, France. The couple
chose the remaining furnishings to fit “in a grown-ups’ house,” as Lorin calls it. “We furnished
it from the store in one afternoon,” says Dan. In the living room, a pair of lighted étagères that
Dan’s mother Lillian designed with him provide display space for family photos and keepsakes.
One shelf is filled with artisanal spirits for entertaining—something they now do much more
as they transition to the rhythms of city life. Furnishings in their richly textured living and
dining spaces are of simple linear design in neutral tones, with carefully chosen accessories and
pillows made in the LA Custom Workroom that punch up the palette. The style is relaxed and
modern, with just enough vintage accents to produce the eclectic effect that pleases them both.
They view the new home and its location as a bit of an adventure. “It’s been fun getting down to
essentials,” says Dan. “And I love when something needs fixing because I can call the super.”

DAN at home
p h ot o g r a p h s
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opposite Even Pearl,
one of the couple’s two
beloved dogs, can relax
among the modern
and softly textured
furnishings chosen for a
new urban lifestyle.
this page With space
at a premium, only
personal treasures are
displayed.
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opposite A prized
photography collection
hangs above a one-ofa-kind dining table; the
chairs were found in
the south of France.
this page In one
bedroom, a 1970s
mushroom lamp was a
gift from Lillian. Art by
Caleb Weiss completes
the decor. In another
bedroom, sheer panels
are by the LA Custom
Workroom.
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T

hese days, Lillian August’s personal clock revolves
around two weeks each year, one in April and the
other in October, when the family business launches
her latest group of designs for the global buyers who

gather at the International Furniture Market. At this semiannual
event, the company’s partners—among them, top-tier furniture
maker Hickory White, the Wendover Art Group and Atlanta-based
lighting manufacturer Currey & Company—provide Lillian with
an extensive array of products, made to her specifications. With
these goods, the 10,000-square-foot Lillian August showroom
becomes a showhouse of her proprietary furnishings, accessories
and fabrics, each refined by her own well-developed interpretations of emerging trends. In what is a true group effort, Lillian’s
son Dan plays a pivotal role in case-goods design and oversees
production; son John, with his collector’s eye, is the ideal point
person for the licensed art collection. And, once Lillian sets the
wheels in motion for a new line of her own licensed products,
her studio team keeps the creative process running at full-speed,
from line drawing to prototype. “It’s really magic,” says Lillian.
“We create designs, and a few months later, the top
manufacturers in the business have made them. Because we
work across so many areas of the industry—furniture, case
goods, lighting, textiles and accessories—our brand can tell a
whole story, in many ways and styles.” Among the furniture
collections that have emerged from the designer’s ever-fertile
imagination are those with classic lines that reflect European
influences and historic eras, and industrial-style pieces that are
so popular with young families. And always, glamour is a perennial part of the mix. “We have many customers who love a Palm
Beach look,” says Lillian. While the woven goods she designed for
Robert Allen continue to sell today, a project with a North Carolina
mill will bring her back to one of her earliest business ventures—
printed textile design. One new capability, developed during her
long and successful collaboration with Hickory White, is the LA
Workshop, which enables full customization of finishes, colors,
fabrics, details and hardware for the Lillian August furniture lines.
That’s an important option for customers engaged in professional
interior design work. “It’s fantastic to partner with wonderful
people who do so much for our brand,” says Lillian, who is
especially proud that licensees provide employment for workers in
American mills. “We all love ‘Made in the USA.’”

Time-honored tastemaker Lillian August on the exclusive collections she creates for top manufacturers

style visionary
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this page The Gwen

Serpentine chest from
the Lillian August for
Hickory White collection

menswear

2

1

3

4

5

this page Statement

pieces in Lillian August’s
licensed collections
include the following:
Hickory White’s Grant
table (1); Currey &
Company’s Broxton Orb
chandelier (2); Cubist print
from Wendover Art Group
(3); Hickory White’s Ford
console (4) and Wright
leather sofa (5).
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design classics

2

1
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3

4

this page Among

the timeless classics in
Lillian August’s licensed
collections are the Bella
upholstered king bed
by Hickory White (1);
Currey & Company’s
Elizabeth chandelier (2);
Hickory White’s classic
Noir chest (3), Caroline
chair (4) and Athena
mirror (6); triptych by
Wendover Art Group (5).
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life on DISPLAY

“When we do a showhouse, there’s
no client, which means designers
can unleash their creativity.”
—LILLIAN AUGUST

W
P H OT O G R A P H S

by

LO R I N K L A R I S

hen designers at Lillian August are asked to bring their talents to showhouses,
these arbiters of interior style relish the chance to transform empty rooms. They
embrace the challenge to create something spectacular from a blank canvas,
where anything is possible. And often, they have to conceptualize and execute
these boutique-like settings in just a few short weeks. Fortunately, the professionals behind these
amazing spaces have access to all of the resources at Lillian August, from painters with the skills
to create beautiful faux finishes to the artisans in LA Custom Workrooms who craft everything
from throw pillows to bespoke furniture. At times, LA designers will punctuate spaces with
special items on loan, including works of art like the oil paintings by Willem de Kooning shown in
one of the following homes. With these assets, designers shape vignettes that dazzle and inspire.
Each space featured here—a living room in the Hamptons, a conservatory in Westchester and a
Manhattan library—has a unique attitude and tone, yet there’s a common thread, too. The rooms
showcase fresh, imaginative style that looks effortless, but is achieved by skilled hands.
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HAMPTON DESIGNER SHOWHOUSE

s

enior designers Nancy Galasso and Diane Karmen imagined
this space as a place where friends gather to relax before or

after dinner. To impart that mood, they chose a combination of
natural and high-glam elements. Organic touches like a driftwood

opposite Among the

dramatic elements in
this space are a highwatt orange lacquered
bar and gold accents
that add warmth and
polish. this page LA
designers crafted this
room with organic
pieces, including coral
and live edge wood.

coffee table, wooden console, gauzy window panels and Belgian
linen sofa make the room feel earthy and cozy—a good fit for the
home’s location close to a beach. Attention-getting pieces such
as the orange-lacquered high-gloss bar, starburst mirror and sea
urchin-esque chandelier emphasize modern elegance. Elements
like the hand-painted walls by Deux Femmes and a century-old
rug ground the design and lend an air of sophistication to a
space that’s as smart as it is comfortable.
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WESTCHESTER DESIGNER SHOWHOUSE
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clockwise Asian-style chairs and
glass/Lucite coffee table mix with
a Claudia Mengel painting; green
hues throughout are picked up in
the bar by Century Furniture; black
and white contrasts pack a punch.

t

o breathe new life into this conservatory, Senior Designers
Angela Camarda and Richard Cerrone combined black-and-

white elements with a mix of authentic pieces to strike a balance
between old-world elegance and new-world sophistication. They
began by painting the windows a matte black for a wrought-iron
look, and created movement with Chivasso velvet-striped wallpaper. To complement the traditional architecture, Greek Key
elements were used throughout. A sisal rug adds depth, while the
tall palms and other botanicals were installed as a nod to the lush
garden beyond the windows. The glass and Lucite coffee table
puts a sleek spin on an eclectically modern space.
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HOLIDAY HOUSE NYC

r

ichard Cerrone and Lisa Hyman turned the idea of a classic
library on its side with winter white fabrics and shades of blue

and evergreen in this posh sanctuary. They tailored the room
for the well-traveled collector they imagined to live here. Their
challenge was to brighten the area, so illumination was the key to
enhancing the existing wood paneling and stained glass windows.
The pair upholstered the ceiling in a pale blue Holland & Sherry
wool, then used an antique rug and cashmere and wool fabrics
to introduce more rich softness into the space. Keeping their
collector in mind, the design team brought important pieces into
the room, including two Willem de Kooning paintings.
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this page Vintage
mid-century pieces and
Murano glass brighten a
bookcase; a one-of-akind driftwood console
by Arete is placed below
a de Kooning; dark
paneling offsets white
furnishings to dramatic
effect; mod barware
sets a swanky mood.
opposite Stained glass
windows are a backdrop
for custom pillows by
Lillian August; the Art
Deco-inspired bar was
reupholstered in cool
white leather.

close up

Portrait of Bob Tabor by Jessica Tabor Dyme

Fine art finds a special place in The Gallery at Lillian August

this pageEquine
portraits by Bob Tabor.
opposite One of his
evocative seascapes;
Tabor, at far right, is
one of many renowned
artists whose work has
been exhibited in The
Gallery at Lillian August.

L

illian August COO John Weiss is a collector at heart,
and his eye for art is one of the reasons prints and
photographs have become such an important part of
almost every room vignette in the Lillian August stores.

Over the years, the company has expanded its selection of
visual art in various ways, including its own licensed collections.
Most recently, John launched a dedicated fine art venue at
the Design Center in Norwalk. Dubbed The Gallery at Lillian
August, this 1,000-square-foot exhibition area has been carefully
configured and lit for solo shows. The space is used to showcase
the works of an impressive roster of accomplished fine artists,
including photographer Bob Tabor, whose portraits of horses
and seascapes have attracted not only John’s attention but also
commissions from A-list collectors such as Ralph Lauren and
Brooke Shields. Tabor started his photography career after retiring
from the advertising business, where he worked as Creative
Director at a number of top agencies. He says the exhibit at Lillian
August has garnered him a number of new fans. “The Gallery
is another exciting asset of our flagship store,” says Elizabeth
Ethridge McGann, who, as Director of Marketing & Client
Relations at Lillian August, also wears the hat of Gallery Director.
With an expertise in fine art honed at Sotheby’s and Manhattan
galleries, Elizabeth and her team are dedicated to thoughtful
preparation for each show, from catalogs and promotional efforts
to an opening reception for those who want to celebrate the
featured artist. She says The Gallery also reflects the company’s
commitment to helping its clients love how they live. Says John,
“Fine art is an integral part of a beautiful interior.”
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JOHN at home
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amy vischio

hen John Weiss and his wife, Cristiane, chose their first home—a Colonialera antique in Weston, Connecticut—they found the process of restoring and
remaking it for their own needs to be an exciting one. Then, a couple of years
ago, another antique residence came to market. This one—just down the

street—was a mid-19th-century carriage house with a wraparound porch, barn and several
accessory buildings. John, who loves a new project, relished the prospect of reimagining
another space. “When it came up, I knew it would give me a to-do list for years,” he says.
Before the family moved in, a thoughtful renovation opened up the home’s interior, creating an
airy kitchen with high ceilings as its working hub. Preserving the original floorboards—of
different woods, and from different eras of the house’s history—John pulled together the new
open floor plan by using a dark finish throughout the house; area rugs emphasize texture rather
than pattern. While he took care to preserve some of the home’s original details, exposing
beams in key locations, he also blended modern furnishings with the period architecture. “It’s a
nice mix of vintage and new,” says John, who chose contemporary upholstery from Lillian
August for comfort as well as appearance, making sure that each sofa and chair would sit as
well as it looked. Using large-scale art to create drama, certain walls are reserved for special
pieces, some of which John has owned since his college days. For decoration, he takes a
layered approach to display treasures acquired over years of collecting. Each wall, étagère shelf
and console creates the setting for a still-life vignette. “I use surfaces like blank canvas,” says
John. “To me, these arrangements are like pieces of art, and I enjoy putting them together.”

this page John’s

favorite things are
layered on horizontal
surfaces throughout
the house. Fine art and
art books are prized
collectibles. opposite
John in his study.
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opposite With walls and

floors finished as neutral
backdrops, the old and
new patinas of wood and
metal give the family room
a softly glowing quality.
this page A large image
of Rio de Janeiro by
friend Sasa Mahr-Batuz
adds modern drama to
a traditional staircase.
A beautifully textured
collection of corals fills
an antique hutch.

opposite A prized
abstract adds color and
even more interest to the
living room. this page
Vintage and modern
comfortably coexist in
the living room and in
the master bath. Old
glass and new metal
are companions
throughout both spaces.
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design
fuel
Good food and great style are
served up at the LA Café by Festivities

G

p h ot o g r a p h s

above Coffee and

cookies exemplify the
mantra of John Weiss,
who says, “Food is
energy and comfort.”
opposite On-trend
accessories are a feast
for the eyes; Chef Bill
Kaliff creates edible
masterpieces with
seasonal ingredients;
customers feel at home
in the Café, where they
can refuel and make
smart buying decisions.

by

amy vischio

reat design decisions are easier to make when your
body is nourished with fine food in an atmosphere
that imparts a cool vibe. So is the mindset of
John Weiss, COO of Lillian August, whose team

developed the LA Café at the Norwalk Design Center. “Food is
lifestyle to us, and we’re a lifestyle retailer,” says Weiss. Many
clients who visit the showroom come for appointments with the
designers on staff, and these collaborative meetings often run
long. “Shopping for furniture takes time if you do it seriously, so
it’s nice to be able to offer our customers a delicious, healthy meal
while they’re here,” says Weiss. You’ll still find the complimentary
Starbucks coffee and Biscoff cookies that have appealed to
customers for years, but now clients can also sit with their notes
and sketches and enjoy an artful dish prepared by Executive
Chef Bill Kaliff of Festivities. His approach is simple and of-themoment as he uses the best seasonal ingredients. Kaliff also
hosts complimentary cooking demonstrations for intimate groups
in the café. Ultimately, this culinary sanctuary provides a place
for customers to relax and reflect on their buying decisions. The
space is bright, seating is available indoors and out, and—not
surprisingly—the café is chic, with furnishings handpicked and
styled by Lillian August. Pretty tabletop items—dishes, glasses,
placemats and more—create a warm retail and food experience.
“We want this spot to be a destination place where people come
to eat and do a little shopping,” says John. “Having the LA Café
simply rounds out the experience for our customers.”
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resources

All furniture, textiles and accessories are available through LILLIAN AUGUST
Window treatments and custom pieces by LA CUSTOM WORKROOMS

R E S O U R C E I N F O R M AT I O N C O M P I L E D

by

SA M A N T H A B AC Z Y N S K I A N D K AT H L E E N O ’ R E I L LY

COVER

cocktail table, #1290119.
(4) Dakota cocktail table,
#1356107. (5) Serena bedside
table, #1347345. (6) Randy swivel
chair, #1324530. (7) Lila side
table, #1369608. (8) Lyman sofa,
#1379167.

Faux finish by Deux Femmes.
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LILLIAN AT HOME

2

LILLIAN at home
3

4

opposite The large,
elegant proportions
of Lillian’s home call
for similarly scaled
furnishings. this page
Scandinavian-inspired
pieces from her
Antiquaire collection
create lovely harmony.

7

8

6
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accessories

by

lo r i n k l a r i s

e all live design in our own way,” says Lillian August, and there’s no better reflection of that
philosophy than in the style expressed in her own surroundings. Her traditional 1923 North
Carolina home—used for family gatherings and entertaining friends and business clients—
is a case in point. Nestled in a quiet neighborhood of gracious, vintage houses, its refined

architectural details and elegant proportions called out to her when she searched for a place to complement her
primary residence in Florida. “I always say it found me,” she says. Perfectly maintained by its previous owners,

For more information on the products featured here, see Resources on page 98
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the home featured hand-blocked English wallpaper—a detail true to the era of its construction—in most rooms.
White walls were typically the canvas for her living and working spaces, but Lillian’s moving schedule was
tight, mere weeks. Her practical nature, and possibly the fact that her business had its beginnings with a line
of wallpaper she designed, prompted her to leave this feature in place. The soft colors of each pattern serve
as an ideal backdrop for the traditional painted furnishings she created for her company’s Antiquaire collection,
released just as she planned the move. With the delicate lines and forgiving painted finishes for which Gustavian
and Belgian antiques are known, the chairs, tables and case pieces in the collection complement this home’s
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3

magazine

volume 5

love how you live
lillianaugust.com
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE
M
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rugs

any people rely on independent designers to
help pull a room together, but who supports
the designers when they need a hand? At Lillian
August, the answer is To the Trade, an in-house

service staffed by seasoned style professionals who make it
their business to support the work of designers, from placing
and tracking orders to managing requests for custom fabrics,
furniture restoration and white-glove delivery. “We operate as
a back office, and our resources become theirs,” says Lisa
McAllister, Operations Manager for the Trade program. Lillian
August understands the demands placed on designers, and the
high expectations of their clients. The company also knows many
in the trade operate as solo entrepreneurs. For those reasons,
designers are encouraged to think of Trade team specialists
as personal concierges who will take on some of the day-today decisions so designers can devote more time and focus to
creating spectacular spaces. The Trade team skillfully manages all
types of requests, from researching the perfect piece of furniture
for a guest room in a Manhattan pied-a-terre, to suggesting just
the right replacement for a discontinued fabric. One A-list designer

40

who’s collaborated with the Trade team is Shelley Morris. “The
services of the Trade group represent a tremendous value,” says
the Connecticut-based professional. “I think of team associates

For more information on the products featured here, see Resources on page 98
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as terrific partners and members of my own firm.” Morris, like
other leading designers, says key benefits of the Trade program
include access to the luxury furnishings sourced by Lillian August
buyers and to the LA Custom Workrooms. Independent designers
also laud the expertise of the Trade team. Morris, for instance,
who begins each of her room designs with the rug, has frequently
collaborated with Danny Sanchez, Director of Lillian August’s rug
department. “Danny has made it so easy for me to move through
projects quickly and satisfactorily, and as someone who works on
her own, that is invaluable,” she says. And there are other benefits

opposite Shelley Morris
partnered with the LA
Trade team to design
this Mediterranean home
in Naples, Florida, where
the company’s furniture,
accessories and rugs
bring style swagger into
rooms tailored for cool
sophistication.

associated with the Trade service, including complimentary
membership. Members also receive discount pricing at all
Lillian August stores, with no minimums or buy-ins required.
Says McAllister, “Ultimately, we want independent designers
to have a pleasant experience so they can concentrate on their
creative vision and grow their businesses at the same time.”

Personalized service from our Trade team appeals to independent designers like Shelley Morris

tricks of the trade
p h ot o g r a p h s
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Page 31 French Accents wool
transitional rug, #1351306. French
Accents flat weave chain and lock
wool rug, #1301497. Afghani
tone-on-tone fine weave wool rug,
#1315750.

LUST LIST
furniture
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FURNITURE
Page 36 Bar cabinet, #1339348.
Table, #1313037. Chair,
#13687802.
Page 37 (1) Maximus coffee table,
#1376223. (2) Woodland back
chair, #1385834. (3) Shadow
box bookcase, #1382530. (4)
Ainsworth swivel chair, #1348257.
(5) Oliver dresser, #1382579. (6)
Dendara side table, #1241180.
(7) Ellis cocktail table, #1356111.
(8) Seneca dining table,
#1339190. (9) Bayley two-piece
sectional, #1368131.
Page 38 (1) Adagio buffet,
#1382404. (2) Abbott dining
table, #1382410. (3) Beckstone
side table, #1342530. (4) Helena
bookcase, #1363282. (5) Bogard
chair, #1354805. (6) Clark leather
relaxor, #1379023. (7) Brant coffee
table, #1363287. (8) Ryan coffee
table, #1301120.
Page 39 (1) Marco queen bed,
#1379442. (2) Addison media
console, #1375276. (3) Clifford

RUGS
Page 40 Top row, left to right:
Meadow Silverstone 100-knot
wool/silk, #1369298. Design
R661V1 100-knot wool/silk,
#1369299. Design R660V1
100-knot wool/ silk, #1369296.
Second row: Pau wool/cotton flat
weave, #1388196. Ronda wool/
cotton flat weave, #1388195.
Third row: Dhurrie wool flat
weave, #131406. Big Steeple
wool/cotton flat weave with jute
backing, #1388204. Dhurrie wool
flat weave, #1326986. Fourth row:
Thisone Lunda knot wool/silk
linen, #1365129. Mirage Lace
knot wool/silk linen, #1360145.
Fifth row: Kilim wool viscose,
#003468. Small Herrinbone
custom leather, #1388206. Kilim
wool, #1382475. Sixth row: Linen
sumac weave with back ground
and viscose accents, #1388233.
Linen sumac weave with
background and viscose accents.
#1388230.
Page 41 (1) Meadow
Silverstone, wool/silk, #1388268.
(2) Brilliance Tungsten, wool/
silk, #1388271. (3) Alubari Azura,
wool/silk, #1388333. (4) Luri
Elements, wool, #1388274. (5)
Mirage Lace, wool/silk, #1360145.
(6) Decadent 150 knot, wool/
silk #1388386. (7) Pangla VN
White, #1388279. (8) Dreamstate
100 knot, #1388387. (9) Modern
rug, wool/art silk, #1385721. (10)
Incense 150 knot, #1388388. (11)
Custom leather rug, #1388288.
(12) Modern rug, wool/art silk,
#1385724.

ACCESSORIES
Page 42 (from top to bottom,
left to right) Bone bamboo box,
#1361279. Medium chiseled bone
storage, #1359137. Medium
nickel boom sculpture, #1352272.
Marbled vase, #1328457. Vuitton:
Birth book, #1305669. Medium
agate bookend set, #1363656.
Decorative Art 70s book,
#1373734. Tom Dixon: Dixonary
book, #1359945. Decorative Art
50s book, #1373732. Two bubble
vase, #1283962. Dark gray three
bubble vase, #1352269. Buddha
head, #1334477. Buddha head
with post on marble, #1074315.
Ceramic vase, #1382720. XS
quartz cluster, #1385798. 5x7
bone sheesham frame, #1319825.
3x5 bone sheesham frame,
#1319822. Large cut base geode,
#1363657. French Interiors
book, #1213130. Halston book,
#1358990. The Way We Were
book, #1386134. No. 5 Culture
Chanel book, #1340266.
Page 43 (1) Lee artwork,
#1373637. (2) Serena floor lamp,
#1326473. (3) Culloden ivory
table lamp, #1342466. (4) Muriel
chandelier, #1347358. (5) Malik
blue boxes, #1377088, #1377087.
(6) Alma Buddha, #1327213. (7)
Halie navy pillow, #1377151.
Page 44 (1) Nessa chandelier,
#1365967. (2) Atlantis table
lamp, #1235317. (3) Melody
hurricane, #1365962. (4) Crystal
ball on stand, #1130726.
(5) Mesa ikat gray pillow,
#1386593. (6) Chinchilla cable
knit throw, #1386991. (7) Tibetan
stool, #1281813.
Page 45 (1) Cherry trees
triptych, #1383076. (2) Omari
medium sculpture, #1365947.
(3) Hicks gold Greek key pendant,

#1346267. (4) Woven geo mineral
pillow, #1339293. (5) Flanders
table lamp, #1341167.
(6) Isla tray, #1365953.

atmosphere of ease and Southern comfort. Inviting upholstery, and furnishings covered in cool white linen,
complete the look. Underfoot, Lillian added a casual treatment, with sisal rugs almost everywhere, occasionally
punctuated by a pale Oushak or other vintage carpet angled over the base floor covering. Her personal style is
everywhere; even the dining room has a chandelier of her own design, patterned after Russian antiques.
“I wanted the spirit of the home to be relaxed,” says Lillian. “It’s a great place to unwind.”
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Page 46 Leif secretary,
#1339648.
Page 47 Beauvoir mirror,
#1194575. Lancaster chair,
#1388482.
Page 49 Aubrey chair, #1330931.
Moulin table, #1239574. Sophia
chair and ottoman, #LA1108C.
Page 50 Café Joie table,
#1239573. Shelley sofa,
#1366596. Vivienne cocktail
table, #1256865.

DESIGN FORCE

pet project

A family remakes an elegant vintage home for the way they live in the 21st century
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PET PROJECT
Page 54 Matin chairs and custom
pillow, #1351995, upholstered
in Colefax & Fowler Bennett
natural fabric, #1351997. LA Britt
chairs, #1352125, upholstered
in Hodsoll McKenzie Baxter 211
washed linen finish, #1352126.
Swaim cocktail table in vintage
silver finish, #1352129. Custom
glass mosaic mirror in ivory
tones, #1312838. Tibetan wool
and viscose mirage ivory custom
rug, #1238178. Hanson brass
and stone side table, #1326610.
Pair of crystal pillar candlesticks,
#1317211.
Page 56 (clockwise from top)
Waterworks washstand, fittings
and accessories. Classic stone;
marble slab and floor. Wall
covering by Maya Romanoff
Weathered Metals (titanium),
#1348088. Ceiling fixture, Palissy
in Gold Leaf finish, #1306595.
Two-light leaf sconces with shades
in brass, #1262392, #1262393,
#1262395. Joelle mirror,
#1216961. Game table in Florida
White finish, #1242042. Custom
game table stools in acrylic,

#1365738, upholstered in Kravet
Haute Croc Ivory, #1365739. Sofa
(in Calvin Grass), #1239157. Sofa
pillows in Zimmer Rohde Shimmer,
#1337892, and Hodsoll McKenzie
Quartz, #1337896. Lamp table in
oyster finish, #1363933. Threesided acrylic tables, #1351982.
Window treatments in China Seas
San Marco Celadon, #1239313.
Artwork; Indigo Midnight,
#1339364. Clear glass table
lamp, #1284292. Window seat
in Zimmer & Rodhe Saga fabric,
#1337887. Window seat pillows
in Kipling, by Travers fabric,
#1338930. Holland & Sherry
throw, #1353772 (in lamb’s wool
and agora, in winter white).
Page 57 (from top) Rope Twist
Four-Leaf dining table (in amber
finish), #1241721. Dining chairs,
#1331574, in Noblis Thais fabric,
#1331575 (with Belize natural
welt). Fiona Wren Tibetan wool
and viscose rug, #1238180.
Window treatments in Thibaut,
Hallema green and beige,
#1239322. Sieger Tulip 1 artwork,
#1304498. Banana leaf green
glass centerpiece, #1240510.
Chairs (in Macy Kiwi fabric),
#1239159. Auburn large ottoman
in Pollack faux leather, #1239227;
also in Bittersweet, #1239228.
Giotto Nero rug, #1322820.
Window treatments in Gailbraith
& Paul Sweet Pea; Pumpkin,
#1239325. Ari floor lamp,
#1241892. “Cacaphony” (artwork)
framed in acrylic, #1313826. Piano
bench cushion in Osborne & Little
Mezzola Rappino; Chartreuse,
#1269137.

seaside muse
p h ot o g r a p h s

by

lo r i n k l a r i s

In a coastal home, one couple dips their toes in an atmosphere that suits intimate gatherings and large family get-togethers

opposite Natural
textures and luxuriously
plumped seating
dominate a gathering
room. this page
Driftwood-like finishes
and pieces in nautical
blues enhance the
seaside charm.

58
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SEASIDE MUSE
Page 58 Glass ball wrapped with
rope, #1294899. Round shell
necklace sculpture on stand,
#1347643. White swivel chair,
#1359146. Blue, white and black
patterned pillow, #1346583.
Blue throw, #1350939. White
throw, #1353435. Assorted bone
box, #1381022. White textured
vase, #1349512. X bookcases,
#1326869. Medium jute ball,
continued on page 100
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Page 59 Pendant light in polished
nickel, #1365331. Chair at dining
table in “Searchy Blue” (LA Fabric),
#1354300. Custom bench,
#1354287. Farm table, #1302929.
12 x 14 Blue & beige striped rug,
#1354170. Rope knot ball with
handle, #1139132. Metal sphere
with holes, #1297292. X wood
console, #1248219. Assorted
books, #1311094. Round gold
mirror, #1328525. Black and gold
drawer chest, #1270656. Large
blue jar with lid, #1366953. Small
blue jar with lid, #1366952. Lamp,
#1355337.
Page 60 White four-poster bed,
#1326667. Window shutters,
#1354125. Mirrored bedside
chest, #1206516. Pindler & Pindler
Rhythmic Sky fabric (bed and
chairs), #1355266. Armchairs,
#1355669. White octagonal end
table with glass top, #1353354.
Page 61 (clockwise from top
left) Blue bubble table lamp,
#1349501. Assorted coral,
#1357960. Round nickel end
table, #1352267. Tufted king bed,
#1354695. Casamance silver
fabric, #1354696. Armchairs,
#1356642. Chairs in Schumacher
Imperial Trellis Treillage-Ivory,
#1356643. White resin and wood
side table, #1307026. Window
treatments in Lee Jofa Confetti
Cream fabric, #1355264. X
ottoman, #1369644. Irish juniper
photo, #1237990. Wicker chair
with cushion, #1316243.

p h ot o g r a p h s

by

lo r i n k l a r i s

A beach home for a busy
family is fun, fresh and
perfectly finished

young love

f

or a young family that wanted to make the most of their free time, a vacation house to use
year-round in a Hamptons community that bustles even after Labor Day was the solution.

Because they love a seaside environment, the Manhattan-based couple chose this home near
the ocean, where they could enjoy each other and their friends. With two small children, play
space and easy-to-maintain furnishings were on their wish list, too. Their goal was to create a
crisp, clean look for their surroundings, so they set to work with designers Nancy Galasso and
Diane Karmen of Lillian August. A contemporary take on blue and white figures prominently in
the design palette. In the living room, for instance, the bright whites of millwork and thoughtfully
chosen accessories pop against wall surfaces painted a dark, sea blue. In the second-floor
playroom—an expansive space with soaring eaves—the couple’s designers enlisted a custom
painter to add large-scale white stars to midnight-blue walls. The high-contrast combination
looks bright and youthful, and will endure past the children’s nursery school years. For private
spaces, shades of turquoise—dreamy blue-greens used for walls and accessories—are
juxtaposed with metallic highlights and pure white trims. Everything reflects the beautiful

opposite A fresh take
on stars and stripes in
the children’s playroom
this page A steel
bed frame and étagère
provide polish; turquoise
accents enliven the
bedroom and bath.

natural light that floods the house. To fully enjoy their time together, the couple insisted on an
upstairs family room, where everyone goes in the evening. A cuddle-friendly couch, a fireplace
to light when the weather turns cool, and books and art that honor this special gathering place
complete the space. Outdoors, the design team dressed the back lawn with the same clean,
inviting geometry that characterizes the interior design scheme. Like a perfectly tailored Oxford
button-down, the look is fun, fresh and well-finished.
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YOUNG LOVE
Page 63 Metal poster bed,
#1346565 in Pindler & Pindler
Velvet Legacy Glacier fabric,
#1345660. White 4 x 6 frame,
#1350982. White nightstands,
#1343047. Silver and glass
etagerie, #6237639. Silver 5 x 7
frame, #1335578. Pentagon round
white vase, #1338534. Small
white and orange box, #1349332.
White and orange hinged box,
#1293385. Silver 4 x 6 frame,
#1336351. White coral, #1146847.
Blue 4x6 frame, #1335577. Blue
side table, #1320653.

100
100

Page 64 Rope wrapped glass
ball, #1375693. Brown, blue and
white pillows, #1247128. Wood
coffee table, #1343275. Sofa and
chaise in cornflower, #1345657.
Dining table chairs, #1312414.
White orb chandelier, #1326557.
Gray dining table, #1344706.
Orange and white chevron
pillows, #1305251.
Page 65 (clockwise, from top)
White outdoor dining chairs,
#1350235. Outdoor table,
#1350312. Umbrella, #1352067.
Rope side table, #1293545.
Ottoman in LA Fabric “Ferber
Navy,” #1342954. Assorted
coral, #1202131. Blue and white
geometric rug, #1346400. Large
coral sculpture on pedestal,
#1308296. Small coral sculpture
on pedestal, #1308295. Small
white and orange box, #1349332.
Gray console, #1374438. Blue
bench, #1343256, in Quadrille
Edgemont Deepsea Blue fabric,
#1343257. White sofa, #1342954,
in “Milford Cream” LA Fabric.
White armchairs, #1342958.
Casamance Arizona in 2521414,
#1342958. Small turquoise box,
#1349337. X leg ottoman (in faux
leather “salmon”), #1343329.

Page 79 (1) Bella king bed,
#1387758. (2) Elizabeth
chandelier, #1220875. (3) Noir
chest, #1256526. (4) Caroline
chair, #1366584. (5) Middle
Ground One triptych, #1367858.
(6) Athena mirror, 1339620.

#1335528. Coral, #1124878.
Holland & Sherry window
treatments, #1365934. Dining
table, #1348616. Chandelier,
#1355334. Dining chairs,
#1343089. Rug, #1286491.
Rogers & Goffigon window
treatments. Art by JHV Gallery.
Console, #1355361. Mirror,
#1338395. Lamp, #1381180.
Quartz, #1366863.

LIFE ON DISPLAY
HAMPTONS DESIGNER SHOWHOUSE

Page 69 (top to bottom) Wood
and aqua chairs, #1370610,
with Holland & Sherry fabric,
#1370612. White sofa, #1365247.
Gold/glass cocktail table,
#1340864. Custom bench,
#1370614, with Holland &
Sherry/Fret fabric, #1370616.
Chaise, #1370641. Tray table,
#1384013. Rug, #1370618. White
orchid, #1354280. Magnolia,
1383874. Planters, #1375506.
Assorted books, #1361232.
Silver spheres, #1240589.
Floor lamps, #1356802. Black/
white pillows, #1377150.
Pale blue pillows, #1367571.
Dining table, #1370609. Dining
chairs, #1370605, in Kirkby
fabric, #1370606. Chandelier,
#1371817. Credenza, #1370401.
Gold lamps, #1354126. Acrylic
ottoman, 1370556. Buddha,
#1179941. Art by JHV Gallery.

this page The
entrance to One
Riverside Park on the
Upper West Side; cool
metal meets urban chic
inside. opposite The
LA design team coupled
slick surfaces wtih
stark whte fabrics and
finishes.

CLOSE UP
p h ot o g r a p h s

s

City properties: The Carlton House in the heart of the Upper East Side; and One Riverside Park,
which sits high above the Hudson River on the Upper West Side. Because of Lillian August’s
scale—it has a large retail presence with on-demand inventory, plus dedicated workrooms for
schedules that are characteristic of large commercial endeavors such as these. For The Carlton
House, a solid foundation of color palette, wall coverings and flooring materials was already in

pedigree. At One Riverside Park, Diane Karmen and Alexis Avellanet transformed a physically

L

Top Model
p h ot o g r a p h s

by

illian August CEO Dan Weiss and his wife, Lorin Klaris, said goodbye to their home
in Connecticut after their youngest child left for college. Lorin, a professional
photographer who grew up in the city and always loved its energy, felt the urge to
return to an urban lifestyle. Dan agreed, enthusiastically. When they moved into a

two-bedroom apartment in Manhattan, just one-third the size of their former house, they had to

lo r i n k l a r i s

leave behind old furnishings, put others in storage and keep only their most cherished

2

possessions. “Purging the things we no longer needed was therapeutic,” says Lorin. “Now,
there’s nothing in our home we don’t truly love.” Among the treasures that made the move were
photographic art prints the couple collected over the years, and paintings by one of their
sons. When scouting the real estate listings, the couple searched for a space large enough to
entertain family and friends and to accommodate their one-of-a-kind industrial dining table and
the bistro dining chairs they found on a buying trip to L’isle-sur-la-Sorgue, France. The couple

TOP MODEL
Page 67 Rectangular dining
table, #1370623. Bar stools,
#1370626. Dining chairs,
#1370627, in Holly Hunt
fabric, #1370628. Chandelier,
#1327855. Gray vases, #1283963.
Silver tray, #1355656. Larsen
window treatments, #1376883.
Page 68 (clockwise from top left)
Dresser, #1371816. Chandelier,
#1355345. Chaise, #1370674.
Headboard, #1370671, in Pindler
& Pindler fabric, #1370673.
Gaucho-Platinum 1811 bed,
#1370671. Nightstand,
#1370672. Rug, #1370675.
Metallic pillow, #1384389. White
lamp, #1381177. Picture frames,
#1335579. Gray lamp, #1331859.
Gray tray, #1354040. Buddha,
#1298202. Jane Churchill
window treatments, #1380960.
Bed sheets, #1346198. Claudine
Maidique Noir pillows, #1384389.
Coverlet, #1345604. Art by JHV
Gallery. Cane nesting tables,
#1322705. Chaise, #1229035.
Candle, #1159020. Silver frame,

chose the remaining furnishings to fit “in a grown-ups’ house,” as Lorin calls it. “We furnished
it from the store in one afternoon,” says Dan. In the living room, a pair of lighted étagères that
Dan’s mother Lillian designed with him provide display space for family photos and keepsakes.
One shelf is filled with artisanal spirits for entertaining—something they now do much more as
they transition to the rhythms of city life. Furnishings in their richly textured living and
dining spaces are of simple linear design in neutral tones, with carefully chosen accessories and
pillows made in the LA Custom Workroom that punch up the palette. The style is relaxed and
modern, with just enough vintage accents to produce the eclectic effect that pleases them both.
They view the new home and its location as a bit of an adventure. “It’s been fun getting down to

DAN at home
essentials,” says Dan. “And I love when something needs fixing because I can call the super.”

p h ot o g r a p h s

by

and his eye for art is one of the reasons prints and
photographs have become such an important part of
almost every room vignette in the Lillian August stores.

visual art in various ways, including its own licensed collections.
Most recently, John launched a dedicated fine art venue at
the Design Center in Norwalk. Dubbed The Gallery at Lillian
August, this 1,000-square-foot exhibition area has been carefully
configured and lit for solo shows. The space is used to showcase
the works of an impressive roster of accomplished fine artists,
including photographer Bob Tabor, whose portraits of horses
and seascapes have attracted not only John’s attention but also
commissions from A-list collectors such as Ralph Lauren and
Brooke Shields. Tabor started his photography career after retiring
from the advertising business, where he worked as Creative
Director at a number of top agencies. He says the exhibit at Lillian
August has garnered him a number of new fans. “The Gallery
is another exciting asset of our flagship store,” says Elizabeth
Ethridge McGann, who, as Director of Marketing & Client
Relations at Lillian August, also wears the hat of Gallery Director.
With an expertise in fine art honed at Sotheby’s and Manhattan
galleries, Elizabeth and her team are dedicated to thoughtful
preparation for each show, from catalogs and promotional efforts
to an opening reception for those who want to celebrate the
featured artist. She says The Gallery also reflects the company’s
commitment to helping its clients love how they live. Says John,
“Fine art is an integral part of a beautiful interior.”
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Page 83 Square stone end table,
#1260412. Slipcovered sofa,
#1316906. Arm chair in a Holland
& Sherry Glazed Linen fabric,
#31346382. Etagere, #1284933.
Orange lacquer bar, #1334127.
Antique rug, #1356639.
WESTCHESTER DESIGNER SHOWHOUSE

clockwise Asian-style chairs and

glass/Lucite coffee table mix with
a Claudia Mengel painting; green
hues throughout are picked up in
the bar by Century Furniture; black
and white contrasts pack a punch.

t
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Page 88 Number 72, Edition 4/18,
(48 x 90 inches, 2010). Number
59, Edition 8/18, (44 x 68 inches,
2010).
Page 89 (from left to right)
Number 7615, Edition 2/18, (61
x 72 inches, 2010). Number 28,
Edition 3/18, (75 x 29 inches,
2008).

JOHN AT HOME
JOHN at home

lo r i n k l a r i s

o breathe new life into this conservatory, Senior Designers
Angela Camarda and Richard Cerrone combined black-and-

white elements with a mix of authentic pieces to strike a balance
between old-world elegance and new-world sophistication. They
began by painting the windows a matte black for a wrought-iron
look, and created movement with Chivasso velvet-striped wallpaper. To complement the traditional architecture, Greek Key
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by

amy vischio

hen John Weiss and his wife, Cristiane, chose their first home—a Colonialera antique in Weston, Connecticut—they found the process of restoring and
remaking it for their own needs to be an exciting one. Then, a couple of years
ago, another antique residence came to market. This one—just down the

street—was a mid-19th-century carriage house with a wraparound porch, barn and several
accessory buildings. John, who loves a new project, relished the prospect of reimagining
another space. “When it came up, I knew it would give me a to-do list for years,” he says.

place. Lillian August’s team, led by Senior Designer Angela Camarda, added keynote pieces,

spectacular space of grand proportions—more than 7,000 square feet, with five bedrooms inside

illian August COO John Weiss is a collector at heart,

Over the years, the company has expanded its selection of

Before the family moved in, a thoughtful renovation opened up the home’s interior, creating an

accents, textures and furnishings of the highest caliber to fashion an environment of perfect

LillianAugust.com | Volume 2

L

airy kitchen with high ceilings as its working hub. Preserving the original floorboards—of

opposite Dan Weiss
on the street near his
new home in New
York City. this page
Among Dan and Lorin’s
favorite things in the
apartment are tulips and
books, heirloom bottles
from her grandmother,
souvenirs from China,
and a spirits collection.

custom projects—the design team was able to respond quickly to the tight timelines and delivery

merchandise with immediate availability. In all, it’s a great match.”

this page Equine
portraits by Bob Tabor.
opposite One of his
evocative seascapes;
Tabor, at far right, is
one of many renowned
artists whose work has
been exhibited in The
Gallery at Lillian August.

different woods, and from different eras of the house’s history—John pulled together the new

anhattan-based luxury developer Extell understands that a professionally created and
curated interior, one that flaunts the fine assets of a premium property, affects a

on time for the client’s needs. Lillian August President Dan Weiss is proud of the relationship

83

tall palms and other botanicals were installed as a nod to the lush

purchasing decision. For that reason, the company enlisted Lillian August’s full-service senior

with Extell. “Working with a great company on two ambitious projects gave us the opportunity to

Fine art finds a special place in The Gallery at Lillian August
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garden beyond the windows. The glass and Lucite coffee table

design team for the completion of a pair of model residences in two of its signature New York

demonstrate our capabilities,” he says. “We provide first-quality design work, and services that

close up

like the hand-painted walls by Deux Femmes and a century-old
rug ground the design and lend an air of sophistication to a space
that’s as smart as it is comfortable.

HAMPTONS
Page 82 Zebra hide rug,
#1351134. Split top console,
#1356639.

puts a sleek spin on an eclectically modern space.

m

range from fully bespoke furnishings from our Custom Workrooms to an enormous inventory of

home’s location close to a beach. Attention-getting pieces such
as the orange-lacquered high-gloss bar, starburst mirror and sea
urchin-esque chandelier emphasize modern elegance. Elements

elements were used throughout. A sisal rug adds depth, while the

The Lillian August design team amps up the wow factor at two model residences in Manhattan

and a serene private pool outside—for luxurious livability. For both projects, the design team was

lo r i n k l a r i s

this space as a place where friends gather to relax before

linen sofa make the room feel earthy and cozy—a good fit for the

dramatic elements in
this space are a highwatt orange lacquered
bar and gold accents
that add warmth and
polish. this page LA
designers crafted this
room with organic
pieces, including coral
and live edge wood.

84

DAN AT HOME

able to secure all the required elements, customize the space, and make the models available

by

enior designers Nancy Galasso and Diane Karmen imagined

or after dinner. To impart that mood, they chose a combination of
natural and high-glam elements. Organic touches like a driftwood
coffee table, wooden console, gauzy window panels and Belgian

opposite Among the

84
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Page 87 (clockwise from top left)
Book case interiors, (faux panels
by Duex Femmes). Lillian August
Clayton chair, in Holland & Sherry
fabric: Dandy-Thames Oyster,
#1365247. Wright mid-sofa, in
Holland & Sherry, fabric: HaciendaTumuco, #1365247. Karl cocktail
table, #1340864. Fireplace (small
selenite logs, antique sunflower
andirons), #1367955. Chandelier,
(on loan from Eleish Van Breems
Antiques, a mid-century Murano).
Rug, (on loan from Mint Condition,
1880 Tabriz-Silk foundation, cotton
pile, ivory ground with blues).
Paintings, on loan from art dealer
Ryan Ross, by Willem de Kooning.

Portrait of Bob Tabor by Jessica Tabor Dyme

#1228335. Blue sofa with silver
nailheads, #1353193. X wood
square cocktail table, #1283049.
Metal side table, #1241180. 12 x
36.5 white rug, #1353187.

orb chandelier, #1291674. (3)
Perimeter study, #1367769.
(4) Ford Shagreen console,
#1357157. (5) Wright mid-sofa,
#1285153.

lo r i n k l a r i s
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Page 72 Annabelle sofa,
#1316893. Field bench,
#1232648. Fort cocktail table,
#1347341. Jefferson bookcases,
#1206520.

WESTCHESTER
Page 84 Lillian August
belvedere, LA2034-S. Serenity
chairs in Mokum for Holly Hunt
fabric, #31050-S12. Greek key side
table, #699-406. JAB Wallpaper.
Robert Allen window treatment.
Sisal (Fibreworks). French faux
bamboo mable top washstand.

open floor plan by using a dark finish throughout the house; area rugs emphasize texture rather
than pattern. While he took care to preserve some of the home’s original details, exposing
beams in key locations, he also blended modern furnishings with the period architecture. “It’s a
nice mix of vintage and new,” says John, who chose contemporary upholstery from Lillian
August for comfort as well as appearance, making sure that each sofa and chair would sit as
well as it looked. Using large-scale art to create drama, certain walls are reserved for special
pieces, some of which John has owned since his college days. For decoration, he takes a
layered approach to display treasures acquired over years of collecting. Each wall, étagère shelf
and console creates the setting for a still-life vignette. “I use surfaces like blank canvas,” says
John. “To me, these arrangements are like pieces of art, and I enjoy putting them together.”

this page John’s
favorite things are
layered on horizontal
surfaces throughout
the house. Fine art and
art books are prized
collectibles. opposite
John in his study.

1
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Page 90 Milo Armless sofa,
#1357638.
Page 92 Maxwell sofa, #1300323.
Page 94 Mayfair Court sofa,
#1330878.

Page 85 Green bar, 699-462.
this page Vintage
mid-century pieces and
Murano glass brighten a
bookcase; a one-of-akind driftwood console
by Arete is placed below
a de Kooning; dark
paneling offsets white
furnishings to dramatic
effect; mod barware
sets a swanky mood.
opposite Stained glass
windows are a backdrop
for custom pillows by
Lillian August; the Art
Deco-inspired bar was
reupholstered in cool
white leather.

Page 95 Clifford sofa, #1343062.

LA CAFÉ

Page 73 End table with glass
top, #1334347. Jade chairs,
#1323258.

design
fuel

HOLIDAY HOUSE NYC

r

ichard Cerrone and Lisa Hyman turned the idea of a classic
library on its side with winter white fabrics and shades of blue

Good food and great style are
served up at the LA Café by Festivities

and evergreen in this posh sanctuary. They tailored the room
for the well-traveled collector they imagined to live here. Their
challenge was to brighten the area, so illumination was the key to
enhancing the existing wood paneling and stained glass windows.

Page 75 Chandelier, #1356311.

STYLE VISIONARY
T

hese days, Lillian August’s personal clock revolves
around two weeks each year, one in April and the
other in October, when the family business launches

this page The Gwen
Serpentine chest from
the Lillian August for
Hickory White collection

her latest group of designs for the global buyers who

gather at the International Furniture Market. At this semiannual
event, the company’s partners—among them, top-tier furniture
maker Hickory White, the Wendover Art Group and Atlanta-based
lighting manufacturer Currey & Company—provide Lillian with
an extensive array of products, made to her specifications. With
these goods, the 10,000-square-foot Lillian August showroom
becomes a showhouse of her proprietary furnishings, accessories
and fabrics, each refined by her own well-developed interpretations of emerging trends. In what is a true group effort, Lillian’s
son Dan plays a pivotal role in case-goods design and oversees
production; son John, with his collector’s eye, is the ideal point
person for the licensed art collection. And, once Lillian sets the
wheels in motion for a new line of her own licensed products,
her studio team keeps the creative process running at full-speed,
from line drawing to prototype. “It’s really magic,” says Lillian.
“We create designs, and a few months later, the top
manufacturers in the business have made them. Because we
work across so many areas of the industry—furniture, case
goods, lighting, textiles and accessories—our brand can tell a
whole story, in many ways and styles.” Among the furniture
collections that have emerged from the designer’s ever-fertile
imagination are those with classic lines that reflect European
influences and historic eras, and industrial-style pieces that are
so popular with young families. And always, glamour is a perennial part of the mix. “We have many customers who love a Palm
Beach look,” says Lillian. While the woven goods she designed for
Robert Allen continue to sell today, a project with a North Carolina
mill will bring her back to one of her earliest business ventures—
printed textile design. One new capability, developed during her
long and successful collaboration with Hickory White, is the LA
Workshop, which enables full customization of finishes, colors,
fabrics, details and hardware for the Lillian August furniture lines.
That’s an important option for customers engaged in professional
interior design work. “It’s fantastic to partner with wonderful
people who do so much for our brand,” says Lillian, who is
especially proud that licensees provide employment for workers in
American mills. “We all love ‘Made in the USA.’”

Time-honored tastemaker Lillian August on the exclusive collections she creates for top manufacturers

style visionary
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Page 77 Gwen Serpentine Chest,
#1354726.
Page 78 (1) Grant dining
table, #1384406. (2) Broxton

The pair upholstered the ceiling in a pale blue Holland & Sherry
wool, then used an antique rug and cashmere and wool fabrics
to introduce more rich softness into the space. Keeping their
collector in mind, the design team brought important pieces into
the room, including two Willem de Kooning paintings.
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HOLIDAY HOUSE NYC
Page 86 Window treatments
in Holland & Sherry Andes
Vanilla-Wool Melange Sateen
fabric (trim: Samuel & Sons),
#1365637. Custom window seat
in Concierto-Ecru fabric. Custom
pillows, in Holland & Sherry
fabric (trims: Holland & Sherry
and Samuel & Sons). Westmacott
bar, in Holland & Sherry leather,
#132662. Barstools in Holland &
Sherry Bespoke Twill-French Knot
fabric, #1353090. Wall -to-wall
sisal (Fibreworks).

above Coffee and
cookies exemplify the
mantra of John Weiss,
who says, “Food is
energy and comfort.”
opposite On-trend
accessories are a feast
for the eyes; Chef Bill
Kaliff creates edible
masterpieces with
seasonal ingredients;
customers feel at home
in the Café, where they
can refuel and make
smart buying decisions.

by

amy vischio

reat design decisions are easier to make when your
body is nourished with fine food in an atmosphere
that imparts a cool vibe. So is the mindset of
John Weiss, COO of Lillian August, whose team

developed the LA Café at the Norwalk Design Center. “Food is
lifestyle to us, and we’re a lifestyle retailer,” says Weiss. Many
clients who visit the showroom come for appointments with the
designers on staff, and these collaborative meetings often run
long. “Shopping for furniture takes time if you do it seriously, so
it’s nice to be able to offer our customers a delicious, healthy meal
while they’re here,” says Weiss. You’ll still find the complimentary
Starbucks coffee and Biscoff cookies that have appealed to
customers for years, but now clients can also sit with their notes
and sketches and enjoy an artful dish prepared by Executive
Chef Bill Kaliff of Festivities. His approach is simple and of-themoment as he uses the best seasonal ingredients. Kaliff also
hosts complimentary cooking demonstrations for intimate groups
in the café. Ultimately, this culinary sanctuary provides a place
for customers to relax and reflect on their buying decisions. The
space is bright, seating is available indoors and out, and—not
surprisingly—the café is chic, with furnishings handpicked and
styled by Lillian August. Pretty tabletop items—dishes, glasses,
placemats and more—create a warm retail and food experience.
“We want this spot to be a destination place where people come
to eat and do a little shopping,” says John. “Having the LA Café
simply rounds out the experience for our customers.”
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